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The History Trust of South Australia respects the primary role of First Nations 
people in the history of this place. We acknowledge that this story commenced 
long before Governor Hindmarsh proclaimed the establishment of government 
in the province of South Australia on 28 December 1836. 

First Nations people have a knowledge, history and culture that extends 
millennia into the past. We acknowledge that First Nations lands and sovereignty 
were never ceded and that building a shared understanding of history is critical 
to the future of this place.

Acknowledgement of 
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As we progress new ideas at the History Trust of South 
Australia we keep this goal front and centre - to be 
recognised as the leading voice for making our South 
Australian stories relevant across the world, for the 
world. This is about us serving the best interests of our 
State – a responsibility of which we are proud. 

A period of adjustment best describes the fortunes 
of the History Trust over the past year. Following 
commitments given by past governments, removing 
the History Trust from the Torrens Parade Ground Drill 
Hall after 18 years meant earnest relocation planning. 
This requirement ran parallel to a comprehensive 
organisational review informed by our ten-year goals. 
This meant new teams and new locations. History Trust 
officers worked with government agencies, especially 
the Department for Infrastructure and Transport, in the 
quest for a future home, and a long term solution is 
anticipated by the end of 2022.

Trustees have appreciated the assistance provided in 
this complex process, for as we know, moving is not just 
a physical transfer but rather a costly technology and 
occupational health challenge. We also acknowledge 
the resilience of the History Trust team throughout 
the pandemic with museum and other services being 
constantly adjusted and staff absences covered. 

Thankfully, commitments from my fellow Trustees, 
a slimmer volunteer group, task committees, our 
energetic CEO, senior managers, and team, coupled 
with the patience of our history network and the public, 
still allowed much to be achieved.

While there was the disappointing cancellation of the 
beloved 2021 Bay to Birdwood, our great 2022 History 
Festival went ahead, as did two memorable Orations. A 
preliminary business case for a new Adelaide Museum 
of South Australia’s History was delivered. 

Impressive strides were made with History and 
Schools, supported by our own successful fundraising 
campaign. We are grateful for the endorsement of the 
previous Minister for Education, The Hon John Gardner 
MP and now of our new Minister for Education, The Hon 
Blair Boyer MP, for our critical contribution to student 
learning about South Australia. Our gratitude extends 
to our History Guardians, other donors and the many 
sponsors who help us to give our past a future now.
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Elizabeth Ho OAM

Chair of Trustees

Greg Mackie OAM

Chief Executive Officer 

Welcome to the History Trust of South Australia’s 
Highlights 2021-2022 publication. The reporting 
contained within this document bears testimony to 
advancing our core mission - to give the past a future - now. 
I invite you to take the time to read through this overview. 
The History Trust whole is well greater than the sum of 
our parts. 

With additional assistance from the SA Government, 
the History Trust commissioned historian Prof Philip 
Payton to research and write ‘Vice-Regal: a History of 
the Governors of South Australia’ and its publication in 
late 2021 by Wakefield Press. 

For the first time in our 41 years, in 2021-2022 the 
History Trust underwent a major organisational review. 
Our new structure took effect from 1 July 2022, and 
will help us realise our ambitious ten year goals while 
delivering enhanced value to our communities. These 
changes will enable the creation in 2022-2023 of an 
important new role - South Australia’s History Advocate. 
And we are working toward better leveraging every 
aspect of our work for the benefit of students and their 
hard-working teachers. More about this exciting focus 
awaits you in the pages ahead. 

Operating social history museums in both ageing and 
heritage-listed buildings is both a joy and a challenge. 
We will have received $714,000 in total over two 
years to replace the failing climate control plant at 
the National Motor Museum’s main pavilion. At the 
Migration Museum, additional government funds 
totalling $900,400 will have been provided over three 
years for urgent structural repairs to heritage-listed 
walls - and replacement of the failing climate control 
system.

In mid 2022, we lost a beloved and respected colleague 
within the History Trust’s Leadership Group, Hannah 
Schultz, who died unexpectedly and too young. Vale.   

It is a privilege to lead a team of committed 
professionals, and an honour to be accountable to 
our Board of Trustees, led by Chair Elizabeth Ho OAM. 
We have served in this period under two Ministers 
from successive governments: Hon John Gardner MP 
(2018-2022) and Hon Blair Boyer MP (2022). Both have 
seen value in our work and share our desire to see the 
learnings and wisdom from South Australia’s unique 
history play an important future role in the development 
of active and better-informed citizens.
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Values 
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Right: Ngarrindjeri cultural weaver at Camp Coorong, 
creating Pondi weaving, 2022

This page: Part image from the History Trust of South 
Australia’s Reconciliation Action Plan artwork by 
Elizabeth Close, a Pitjantjatjara and Yankunytjatjara 
woman from the Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara 
(APY) lands in South Australia.

Our vision for reconciliation 

The Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP) Working Group continues to work towards the Plan goals 
and there has been a notable RAP impact on design and messaging across all History Trust public 
programs.

The focus this year was on the development of an Engagement Plan, a Cultural Protocol guide, and 
the delivery of the History Trust of South Australia’s Cultural Learning Plan.

To increase First Nations engagement with South Australia’s History Festival, a dedicated National 
Reconciliation Week (NRW) listing with free registration for all NRW events was introduced. First 
Nations History Curators developed a special exhibition: Re/Claiming Country to mark the 50 year 
anniversary of the creation of the Aboriginal flag in Adelaide, presented at the Migration Museum.

Supporting reconciliation values, and drawing on the expertise of the Migration Museum Director, 
the History Trust’s Impact Program provides participants with an understanding of the history of 
colonisation and compliments other cultural awareness programs. In 2021-2022, the program was 
delivered to 1,711 participants across five agencies and organisations, the Department for Child 
Protection, the Department of Infrastructure and Transport, the Department of Human Services, 
South Australian Police, and the Adelaide Football Club.

We recognise that history is a complex tapestry woven of many stories, some incomplete, that 
capture people and their times and place – including what is happening now. 

We engage and serve local and global audiences using a digital-first approach. 

We research, collect, preserve, and share material culture and document our non-material 
culture to better understand the past and the present. 

We respect the dignity of every person, alive or deceased. We treat colleagues and the public with 
respect, demonstrating this through the highest standards of service, professionalism, honesty, 
and integrity. 

We celebrate diversity in all its many aspects.



Where have we come from and where are we going?  
We inspire curiosity and interest about South Australia’s diverse histories for locals and visitors alike. 

History matters  
We champion the contemporary value of history. 

Understanding through knowledge  
We undertake, promote, support, and share research with broad and diverse audiences. 

Keeping our past safe and accessible  
We collect, develop, preserve and share the State History Collection.

Raising our profile in the community 
We raise our profile by delivering public value to the audiences and communities we serve.

Objectives 2O19-2O22 

Who we are

. . .h istory is a complex tapestry woven of  
          many stories,  some incomplete. . .

Ten-year goals 2021-2031
Goal 1 – Ensure most South Australians have a highly positive experience of The History Trust annually 
The people of South Australia are the most frequent visitors to our museums, audience for our public programs 
and the students who engage in our education programs. Visitors, audiences and students will value the ‘History 
Trust experience’ each time they engage with us. 

Goal 2 – Be recognised as the leading voice for making the stories of South Australia relevant across the 
world, for the world 
Telling the stories of South Australia is a core purpose and our collections are fundamental to these stories. We 
want The History Trust to be the first organisation people think of when seeking information about South Australia’s 
history and its place in the world. 

Goal 3 – Explain the complexities of the past and build wisdom for today 
We present South Australia’s history in all its facets through quality curatorial and research work. We  
build wisdom for today through advice and guidance across our communities, our museum exhibitions,  
and engaging public and education programs.

Goal 4 – Be a leader of excellence in the network of historical enterprises 
We strive for excellence in everything we do. Our Act establishes our leadership role within the South Australian 
history network, and we will be recognised for our leadership and excellence within South Australia and nationally. 

Goal 5 – Significantly grow earned income 
Growing earned income will help us to continually expand and improve our offerings, including philanthropy and 
development activities, grants, sales, paid services, memberships and paid events.
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The History Trust of South Australia is exactly what our name implies. We carry the community’s trust to keep safe 
our state’s stories and memory collections so that they will not be lost. Our Act of Parliament safeguards South 
Australia’s material cultural heritage, encourages research, and enables the public presentation of South Australian 
history, to better understand our past and present, and keep our history safe for future generations too.

Below: The exhibition In This Place tells the story of the Migration Museum site, including the decades in the mid-twentieth century when it 
served as the government chemistry laboratory.



2O21-2O22 at a glance 
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95,007: Museum, gallery and exhibition attendances 

45:             Exhibitions (including permanent and temporary exhibitions)

122:          Events, festivals, performances, lectures/talks, workshops and holiday programs

12,241: Event attendances

$12,100,000:  Total Revenue 

$9,557,000:      South Australian Government Operating Grant 

$2,543,000:      Income and donations including: 

$660,000:          Admissions

$95,000:              Donations including Giving Day, History Guardians, other donations

44,782: State History Collection objects

693: Acquisitions made

34% : Core collection digitised 

1,366: Collection items available to the public online

16,174:  Offsite attendances (excluding History Festival)

18:              Exhibitions (including permanent and temporary exhibitions)

140:          Events, festivals, performances, lectures/talks, workshops and holiday programs

30,932: Travelling exhibition attendances

100,000: History Festival attendances - over 500 events

$233,726: Museums and Collections (MaC) Grants included 27 MaC Projects and 19 
Small grants were approved for allocation

$108,519: South Australian History Fund grants: the Trust recieved 98 applications and 
27 grants were approved for allocation

$59,658: Digitising SA Collections project: the Trust received 24 applications and nine 
grants were approved for allocation

803,738:     Website visits

2,642,880: Website page views 

59,760:        Facebook audience 

5,048:          Twitter followers

13,254:        Instagram followers                     

33:       Volunteers

5,526: Volunteer hours

655:          Education programs

11,703:  Onsite School student attendances

5:                 Offsite Education programs 

Onsite  
Attendances 

Offsite  
Attendances 

Collection 
Management

Grant 
Programs

History Trust 
Revenue

Online 
Engagement

Volunteers

Education

$
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Philanthropy  
and Development 
In line with the History Trust’s 10-year goals to grow earned income, The History Trust raised 
$95,000 in donations, demonstrating the success of the first phase our Philanthropy and 
Development Strategy. 
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Former SA Governor Sir Eric Neal AC with 
Elizabeth Ho OAM, Chair of the Migration 
Museum Foundation. Sir Eric endowed the first 
Settlement Square paver on 20 October 2000. 
See p.30

Migration Museum  
Foundation donations

Over the past 21 years the Migration 
Museum Foundation has raised a 
total of $960,951. In this year we 
have raised $7,200 and would like 
to thank our 2021-2022 over $500 
donors for their generosity.

Mr Ray Tonellato 

Ms Zita Weelius 

Ms Elena Sitnikova 

The Hon John Gardner MP

Ms Trudi Mercurio

Mr Len Lohan

SA History Guardians

The History Guardians and donors 
continued to build our fundraising 
efforts throughout 2021-2022. The 
History Guardians philanthropic 
initiative raised $58,000. The 
History Trust prioritises funds 
towards special projects, which, 
without the generous support of the 
History Guardians, would not be 

realised. 

We would like to thank our 
History Guardians for their 
important and ongoing support.

Dr Jeffery Nicholas KJSJ

Greg Mackie OAM

Maras Foundation 

Nova Systems

The Riddiford Trust

Kirsten Charity Trust

Elizabeth Ho OAM 

Hon. Dr Jane Lomax-Smith AM

Hon. Steven Marshall MP

Jim Bettison & Helen James 
Foundation

Andrew & Anthea Buxton

Marsden Szwarcbord Foundation 

Paddy O'Toole & Mark Staniforth

Sue Crafter & Michael Abbott  
AO QC

Marshall & Brougham 

James Bruce 

Bara Consulting Group

Hon. Dr Diana Laidlaw AM

Martin Haese 

Michael Neale 

Beverley Voigt

David Freebairn 

Anonymous



The History Trust collaborates with partners on major 
history initiatives and significant historical anniversaries 
to deliver important learnings for South Australians. 
In 2021-2022 this included the 150 year anniversary of 
the Overland Telegraph Line, and the relocation and re-
interpretation of the historic Vickers Vimy aircraft. 

Working with Adelaide Airport Limited, the South 
Australian Tourism Commission, the SA Aviation 
Museum, Artlab Australia and others, the History Trust 
has played a key role in the relocation of the Vimy, one 
of only two left in the world, and in the development of 
education programs both in-gallery and in-classroom. 
The Vimy, the first aeroplane flown from England to 
Australia, and winner of the 1919 Great Air Race will 
open to the public in the Adelaide Airport Terminal 
forecourt in December 2022. 

The world-class facility will highlight the nationally 
significant aircraft and the extraordinary achievements 
of the crew, South Australian brothers Sir Ross and 
Sir Keith Smith and their mechanics, South Australian 
Wally Shiers and Victorian Jim Bennett. Displayed in 
a purpose-designed auditorium with interactive story 
panels, projected photographs and films, and intimate 
displays of personal keepsakes and mementos. The 
Vimy will be easily accessible to school groups, locals 
and visitors arriving via Adelaide Airport for the first 
time in over 50 years. The History Trust is proud to have 
played a significant role in ensuring the Vimy remains 
on display and that South Australia’s contribution 
to aeronautical history and innovation is better 
understood. 

In addition to statewide initiatives (and the flagship 
History Festival), the History Trust’s annual public 
program of lectures – Talking History – continued 
online, expanding its regional and interstate audiences 
during another COVID-impacted year. A booked-out 
event,  Holden Heroes, was presented by 2021 Lifelong 
Historian of the Year, Don Loffler, in July while South 
Australian textile artist, academic and Guildhouse 
Fellow, Sera Waters and artist and academic Noris 
Ioannou spoke on the art of family history during the 
South Australian Living Artists (SALA) Festival. 

A special booked-out in-person Talking History was 
delivered by Dr Tim Reeves on the 50 year anniversary 
of the death of University of Adelaide Law Professor 
Dr George Duncan in May 2022. Experimenting with 
reaching new audiences through Talking History, a 
summer podcast series took the best of the talks and 
presented it in bite-sized listening pieces for an online 
audience. Designed to appeal to the history skimmer 
rather than the deep-dive enthusiasts, these episodes 
better engage our digital audiences and reach a new 
demographic. 

The South Australian History Hub continues to make 
our history accessible to online audiences both locally 
and globally. Students and teachers are included in the 
more than 100,800 visits to the site seeking trusted 
sources of South Australian history, ensuring the 
History Trust delivers on its promise to be a leading 
voice for making our stories relevant across the world 
for the world.
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Public Engagement
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Right: Ross Smith, Keith Smith, James Bennett and Walter Shiers with 
the Vickers Vimy, c1919. SLSA PRG 18 8 1



South Australia has an exceptional history of reformers 
who have played critical roles in the shaping of our 
national society. In 2021-2022 the History Trust of 
South Australia presented two orations, celebrating the 
ground-breaking work of two of these significant South 
Australians: Jennifer Cashmore AM and Dame Roma 
Mitchell AC. These orations are a major contribution 
to public discourses at the intersection of history, 
medicine, law, human rights and society. They locate 
history in a broader context and address contemporary 
challenges faced by South Australia today. 

Professor Gregory Crawford AM delivered the 
inaugural Jennifer Cashmore Oration in the presence of 
Her Excellency the Honourable Frances Adamson AC, 
Governor of South Australia, on 24 November 2021. 
Exploring the historical and contemporary state of 
palliative care in South Australia, Professor Crawford 
detailed South Australia’s legal and medical journey 
towards contemporary palliative care practices.

Jennifer Cashmore, a former member of the South 
Australian House of Assembly and Minister of Health 
and Minister of Tourism, whose work was critical 
to these foundational legal and medical advances, 
joined on Zoom to hear Professor Crawford speak to a 
booked-out audience at the South Australian Health 
and Medical Research Institute (SAHMRI). 

Emerita Professor Ngaire Naffine delivered the annual 
Dame Roma Mitchell Oration, in partnership with the 
University of Adelaide, on 21 April 2022. Commanding 
the attention of a 300 + audience from the stage at 
Bonython Hall, Professor Naffine explored the current 
state of civil society, making a compelling case for the 
importance of independent, fearless and sustained 
inquiry by legal scholars in tackling the big issues of 
our time.

Dame Roma Mitchell is a true South Australian 
trailblazer instrumental in twentieth century Australian 
legal and human rights reforms. As the country’s 
first female Queens Counsel, Supreme Court Judge, 
Chair of the Human Rights Commission, university 
chancellor, and first female state governor, her 
illustrious career remains unparalleled in the South 
Australian legal profession.

The History Trust will continue to present a series of 
Orations as our contribution to public discourse and 
an affirmation that understanding how our history 
connects to the present is crucial to creating a better 
future.
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Orations

Right: Jennifer Cashmore Oration, 2021. Leader of the Opposition, now 
Premier, Peter Malinauskas, Emeritus Professor Rick Sarre and Trustee 
Michael Neale in conversation.
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South Australia’s
History Festival    

SOUTH  
AUSTRALIA’S
HISTORY 
FESTIVAL
1–31 MAY 2022    
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The month of May is now firmly embedded in the minds 
of locals as South Australia’s History Festival time. 
The History Festival reaches across our vast state to 
involve and enliven the capital city, metropolitan and 
regional communities alike. Despite continuing COVID-19 
vigilance, involvement remained high.  More than 100,000 
attendances were recorded at the 512 events presented by 
258 organisers, with a satisfaction rating of 4.6 out of 5.    

The 2022 History Festival theme was ‘Re-Imagine’ – an 
invitation to South Australians and visitors to think more 
deeply about our stories and to present them in new ways, 
with new perspectives. 

Mindful of continuing COVID-19 restrictions, an online 
program launch was produced with Channel 44 featuring Her 
Excellency the Honourable Frances Adamson AC, Governor 
of South Australia;  Uncle Mickey Kumatpi Marrutya 
O’Brien, Senior Kaurna man; Sandy Verschoor, Lord Mayor 
of Adelaide, Elizabeth Ho OAM, Chair of Trustees, and Greg 
Mackie OAM, CEO History Trust of South Australia. The 
online launch was broadcast exclusively on 7 April 2022, and 
gained more than 1000 views on Facebook.

The opening event for the History Festival, presented at the 
historic Woodville Town Hall, saw several prominent South 
Australians debate the case for history in volatile times. 
Justice Mark Livesey, Associate Professor Katie Barclay, 
Dr Sera Waters, and well-known media figure Simon Royal 
survived spirited moderator Dr Gertude Glossip (PhD in 
Formal Drapery, Curtain University), to present a compelling 
case for the value of history in combatting the challenges 
we face. Guests enjoyed South Australian wine from our 
sponsors Penfolds Magill Estate.

After 2021’s COVID-19 impacted digital-only program, the 
printed program returned in 2022 with a new distribution 
partner – Foodland Supermarkets. This new partnership 
saw 40,000 copies of the program distributed through a 
South Australian icon with a proud local history. Focus 
areas for this year’s History Festival included First Nations 
histories, Open Doors (built heritage), Family Friendly, 
Rainbow Histories (LGBTIQ+) and From Many Places 
(multicultural). The program also featured highlights of the 
famous Smith Brothers Vickers Vimy aeroplane, the 150 
year anniversary of the Overland Telegraph, and the legacy 
of the death of Dr George Duncan 50 years on from his 
drowning.

The History Festival is generously supported by 
its partners–including City of Adelaide, Foodland 
Supermarkets, ECH, SA Power Networks, Office 
for Ageing Well, Penfolds Magill Estate, ABC Radio 
Adelaide, Weekend Plus and Channel 44. They all help 
to give South Australians across our state this positive 
community capacity-building experience. 

The 2022 History Festival closing event, incorporating 
the History Council of South Australia’s annual awards 
ceremony, was held on Tuesday 31 May in the Grand Lodge 
Foyer, Freemasons Grand Lodge, North Terrace, Adelaide. 
The ambience of the lofty hall with its strong links to South 
Australian enterprise was admired by the crowd and 
provided an auspicious setting to celebrate the Festival 
and reimagine the ways we think about and engage with 
our history. 

Senior Kaurna man Uncle Mickey Kumatpi Marrutya O’Brien 
presenting at the opening of South Australia’s History Festival 2022.



The History Trust of South Australia delivers world-
class education for South Australian students and 
this year marks a significant commitment to our 
education mission. Guided by a new Digital Learning 
Strategy and Learning Advisory Panel of 11 South 
Australian teachers, in July 2021 the Education 
team embarked on the co-design and development 
of a new suite of education programs and learning 
resources to enhance the teaching and enjoyment of 
our shared history. Augmenting our successful and 
much-loved museum-based education programs, the 
focus in 2021-2022 has been the development of a 
new education website, digital learning resources and 
Education YouTube Channel. 

A suite of curriculum-aligned video series, interactive 
digital programs, structured online quizzes, and 
quality classroom resources (including the history and 
relevance of significant anniversaries like Anzac Day) 
were designed to support South Australian teachers 
in the classroom and deepen student learning and 
engagement with South Australian history. ‘Explore, 
Engage, Learn’ will launch in October 2022, delivering 
a highly tailored and trusted experience of our digital 
and in-museum education programs.

The History Trust continues to grow its local and 
national education networks to enable the promotion 
of our education programs, foster opportunities for 
collaboration and learning, and ensure world-class 
approaches in our practice. Our Learning Advisory 
Panel meets quarterly to guide the work of the 
History Trust. In collaboration with the Department 
for Education our team contributes to cultural and 
education sector discussions and provides advice and 
feedback on outreach education programs. 

This year the History Trust was represented on a 
number of joint initiatives including the Muriel Matters 
Awards Reference Group establishing the inaugural 
Muriel Matters Awards (2021), the South Australian 
Space Industry Satellite Naming Competition – 
Kanyini (2021), and the SA Schools Constitutional 
Convention (2021). 
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Education  

Right: Bridget, Kid Curator presenting a video on the design of the first 
ute at the National Motor Museum.

“Imagine if every student in South Australia had the opportunity to 
raise their aspirations by being part of History Trust of South Australia 
education programs.” 

Amy, Secondary School Teacher
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Partnerships and grants remain key to sustainable 
and impactful delivery of our education programs. 
In 2021-2022 these partnerships included EduTech 
company Makers Empire where our multi-year content 
partnership was strengthened with an Australia-
China Relations grant; commercial entity Adelaide 
Airport Limited where our education and curatorial 
teams collaborated on exhibition and digital stories 
and curriculum aligned content to explore our state’s 
aeronautical history; and industry research partner the 
University of South Australia’s Education Futures and 
Centre For Research in Education and Social Inclusion 
(CRESI) teams.

Our partnership with Uni SA secured seed funding 
for a qualitative and quantitative analysis of history 
education programs and approaches in regional South 
Australia. The pilot project - Reimagining History in 
South Australia: engaging primary students in local 
history – will inform our practice and contribute to 
a multi-phase research partnership exploring young 
people’s engagement with local history and the 
potential of museum-based approaches in education. 

The History Trust has been successful in securing 
$65,000 in external grants and income to assist with 
the diversification of its education programs during the 
financial year. Most notably, a $40,000 philanthropic 
grant enabled the development of a contemporary 
History Trust Museums in a Box program for South 
Australian schools. Comprising a mix of traditional 
memory boxes through to ‘escape rooms’ these 
experiences explore histories of Colonisation and 
Conflict, Communication Now and Then, Torrens Island 
Quarantine Station, and Unpacking (migrant) History. 

Two of the four travelling boxes are in trial with select 
metro and regional schools ahead of their launch to all 
South Australian schools in 2023.  

Quality education and learning experiences are key to 
giving our past a future now. The History Trust remains 
committed to fostering greater understanding of South 
Australian history and our place in the world, and to 
inspiring and equipping the next generation with the 
knowledge and skills to go forth and forge a future of 
which we can all be proud of.
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Education continued

Right: History Trust Education Coordinator, Laura Balabanski presents 
‘How To History’ on the topic of ‘Sources’.
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State History 
Collection 

Centre right: This souvenir badge celebrates the epic 1919 
flight from England to Australia by South Australia’s Smith 
Brothers.

HT 2021.1163

Bottom right: Radiator from a Tarrant automobile. Tarrant 
were the first company to manufacture cars in Australia, 
building around 16 vehicles between 1901 and 1907. Only 
one complete Tarrant car is known to still exist, a 1906 
roadster in the collection of the RACV.

HT 2022.1392

Top right: This snuff box was presented to William Wyatt 
prior to his arrival in South Australia in appreciation of his 
service during a cholera epidemic in Plymouth, England, in 
the early 1830s.

HT 2021.1438

On behalf of the people of South Australia 
we are the custodians of the State History 
Collection, some 45,000 objects that tell 
us about our past. This important collection 
continues to grow and diversify the histories we 
collect and share. Here we introduce some of 
the treasures acquired over the past year.

In 2021, the History Trust acquired a significant 
collection from the West End Brewery prior 
to its closure. West End was one of South 
Australia’s oldest and most iconic breweries 
with a history spanning more than 160 years, 
and the collection documents its relationship 
with South Australia from the early days of the 
South Australian Brewing Co. through to its 
transition to the West End Brewery. Objects 
collected include memorabilia, manufacturing 
equipment, merchandising, packaging and 
documentation.

Other acquisitions in 2021-2022 included 
a donation of objects from the Wyatt Trust 
relating to William Wyatt, surgeon, early 
colonist, Protector of Aborigines, landowner and 
philanthropist. And as the COVID-19 pandemic 
has continued, so too has our History in the 
Making project, collecting objects that will 
help future generations better understand this 
period.

Left: This toy dog was inherited by the donor from her 
aunt, who played with it as a child in South Australia in 
the 1930s. It was manufactured by popular English toy 
manufacturer Farnell’s London. 

HT 2022.0923 

Above: This aluminium can for the popular West End 
Draught Beer was produced to commemorate the SANFL  
grand final on 29 September 1979.

HT 2021.1169



The History Trust of South Australia regularly digitises 
and makes accessible its collections for more South 
Australians and the world to discover and enjoy. The 
ongoing impacts of COVID-19 on our skilled group of 
digitisation volunteers has necessitated a refocusing on 
engaging audiences with our existing digital collections. 
At the end of 2021-2022  financial year 34 per cent of the 
core collections were digitised with 1,746 objects added 
and our online collections were viewed 38,824 times by 
6,771 visitors.

Significant State History Collection digitisation work 
included: COVID-19 related material from History in the 
Making including, St Nicola (Spurrier) stickers, community 
artworks and posters; Vickers Vimy objects including 
badges, board game, and souvenirs; ‘Mixed Race Sweater’ 
by artist Makeda Duong; works by William Smith, who 
went by the name of the ‘Armless Artist’; and a significant 
collection of Lithuanian bookplates featuring the work of a 
variety of artists. 

Building on the success of last year’s online collections 
website launch, the History Trust partnered with InDaily 
(online news publication) to produce a series of digital 
stories showcasing South Australian history through the 
Collection. 

Over the summer of 2021-2022, the 40 Objects for 40 
Years campaign told stories of our treasured objects 
from Colonel Light’s Plan to First Nations knowledge of 
Tarntanyangga, the place of Red Kangaroo dreaming; from 
the Star of Greece figurehead, to a 1921 Model-T Ford, to 
the last Holden vehicle off the factory line in 2017. Such 
projects ensure our history has a lasting presence online, 
is accessible and engaging for students, and sparks a level 
of curiosity and exploration that is crucial to our mission.

We remain committed to making our digital collections 
engaging and accessible for education audiences to 
enhance their understanding and appreciation of South 
Australian history. A number of digitised objects feature 
in the new suite of education videos and resources 
developed this year, including the How to History, Relics 
and Kid Curators video resources. 

Scan the QR code to immerse yourself in our digital stories.

Left: A volunteer photographing a pair of Chinese shoes from the State 
History Collection, HT 2000.0635

These shoes were collected by Chief Petty Officer Henry Perry when he 
was in China as one of the crew of the HMCS Protector, sent to join the 
‘China Wars’ in 1900.
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South Australian
History Network    

Right: Volunteers digitising collections at Carrick Hill.

The History Trust of South Australia supports the state’s 
dedicated network of historians, museums, collections 
and historical societies. Collectively, our work with 
community, local and state government ensures more 
South Australians know and understand their history, 
including our complex history of colonisation and its 
ongoing implications for First Nations people today. 

The Museums and Collections (MaC) program provides 
leadership and capacity-building focus to our community 
work. Formal membership of the MaC development 
and funding program increased by 13 per cent, with 
membership now at 81 community history and museum 
organisations. MaC membership represents the full 
breadth of skilled history and museum groups across 
South Australia, including independent local history 
groups, community museums and historical societies, 
as well as history groups under the auspices of larger 
organisations. In 2021-2022 we worked with members 
to support education and national curriculum-related 
programs, cultural awareness and welcomes to, and 
acknowledgements of, country, and tourism initiatives for  
member museums. 

Through our annual grant programs the History Trust 
nurtures and champions history for all South Australians 
by investing in emerging and established historians, 
fostering innovative research and engagement and 
contributing to the knowledge, understanding and 
sharing of SA’s rich history. 

This year $401,900 was awarded across 82 projects; 
for research, community-based history, materials, skills 
development, digital engagement, documentaries, 
visitor experiences, and publications. It is important to 
invest in the access to knowledge and understanding of 
our history and the grant programs ensure more of our 
stories are gathered, preserved and shared – now and for 
future generations.

The History Trust led a $240,000 Digitising South 
Australian Collections statewide pilot project under the 
auspice of Arts South Australia within the Department of 
the Premier and Cabinet. Drawing on our expertise and 
networks in digitisation and community consultation, 
the pilot project delivered; a series of workshops, online 
resources, training videos and ‘digitisation in a box’ 
products to build capacity and better support collections 
digitisation work underway across the state. Leading the 
way, we established statewide digitisation standards, 
policies and procedures to guide organisations in the 
documentation and digitisation of South Australia’s 
irreplaceable and distributed collections. The History 
Trust worked with over 40 groups at various stages of 
the digitisation lifecycle and opened a highly successful 
digitisation grant round to support the upskilling 
outcomes of the project. This foundational project and 
its lasting resources and capacity building for South 
Australian collections enables us to build greater 
creative engagement online and firmly positions the 
History Trust as a leader within the network of historical 
enterprises.
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Migration Museum
The Migration Museum tells the rich migration story of 
South Australia, through exhibitions, events, partnerships 
and research that celebrates our cultural diversity. 

The 21st anniversary of the Migration Museum Foundation 
saw a major fundraising project, Settlement Square, come to 
a conclusion. Nearly $1 million was raised over that time for 
Museum programs. As a result of the Foundation’s efforts, 
the names of South Australian migrant families from all over 
the world appear on pavers, creating a striking family tree 
tapestry in the Square. At a special anniversary occasion, 
immediate past South Australian Governor, Hon Hieu Van 
Le AC and Mrs Lan Le were acknowledged with the unveiling 
of pavers in their names. The audience was reminded that 
the first paver laid was for Sir Eric Neal AC, also a past 
South Australian Governor, now 97, and present for the 
anniversary. In the Forum exhibition space, Paving the Way: 
stories from the Migration Museum gave a layered insight 
into the migration journeys of families in Settlement Square.

Other fascinating exhibitions included; Being Different 
Together, exploring children’s understandings of belonging 
and faith, included in the 2021 Illuminate Festival program, 
and Belonging, featuring photographic portraits and 
personal stories of Russian women by Ekaterina Shipova 
Bell, included in the SA Living Artists (SALA) Festival. 

The Museum designed and produced Re/Claiming Country, 
an exhibition to mark 50 years since the Aboriginal flag was 
first designed and used in Adelaide. Animating Country, 
an exhibition of animations by Tangentyere and Yarrenyty 
Arltere Artists in Mparntwe/Alice Springs, opened as part of 
the Tarnanthi Festival of Contemporary Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander Art Oct 2021 – 30 Jan 2022.

Missing Voices, Untold Stories, curated by The Islamic 
Museum of Australia, explained the cultural diversity of 

Muslim Australians. Karangalan Philippines Arts: Honouring 
Self was created by the Filipino Settlement Coordinating 
Council of South Australia. Instants and Places on the Italian 
Front, photographed by Luigi Marzocchi in the final days 
of the First World War, was supported by the SA Italian 
Consulate. The Dante Alighieri Society presented Inferno 
V, an augmented reality experience marking the death 700 
years ago of writer Dante. The South Australian National 
Football League (SANFL) History Group sponsored Our 
Footy, Our People, Our Stories in multiple venues, with 
the Museum featuring a group of culturally diverse South 
Australian footballers.  

Supporting an arts collaboration, the Museum was a venue 
for On The Terrace, an annual event showcasing Adelaide’s 
chamber music talent in North Terrace cultural institutions. 

Structural works vital to the Museum’s heritage-listed 
building curtailed some activities. It was still possible to 
feature Crafting Memories based on the community banners 
collection, first displayed after the Museum opened in 1986. 
The banners have their own historical value. They were 
created by many early SA cultural communities and were 
instrumental in building the Migration Museum’s positive 
and highly diverse community relationships from the 1980s.

History Trust representatives supported the work of 
the international Migration Museums Network and the 
International Coalition of Sites of Conscience. They 
participated in the Network’s global social media campaign 
on International Migrant Day. The Museum featured the 
story of South Australian migrant and current President 
of the African Communities Council, Mr Denis Yengi from 
South Sudan, which drew international awareness and 
engagement.

Right: Paving the way exhibition: Former South Australian Governor Hieu 
Van Le AC and Mrs Lan Le at the 21st Anniversary celebration for the 
Migration Museum Foundation, standing next to their own migration story.
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National Motor Museum 
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Right: Festivalgoers visiting the Bush Mechanics exhibition at 
WOMADelaide in March 2022.

The National Motor Museum continued to be a 
destination of choice in 2021-2022. Despite COVID-19 
restrictions, the Museum welcomed 37 car clubs and 
3,300 associated car enthusiasts gathering on special 
days at the Museum and grounds. Shannons Insurance 
generously sponsored the car-club days at the Museum.

An online after-hours tour of the Museum displayed 
the collection to more than 250 historic motoring club 
members from Victoria and New South Wales, and 
internationally from Malaysia, Singapore, Hong Kong, the 
UK and the Mercedes Benz Museum, Germany. 

The Shearer Steam Carriage, one of Australia’s oldest 
vehicles, takes pride of place in the collection. This year, 
a new interactive display of its original steam boiler was 
opened. The display allows visitors to take part in seeing 
how the rare and now-obsolete machine operates.

The Museum secured a loan extension for 18 significant 
vehicles from the Holden Heritage Collection and 
also acquired three more of this class of vehicles from 
General Motors Australia New Zealand; a 1999 GM EV-1 
(an early modern electric vehicle example, and subject 
of the Who Killed the Electric Car? documentary), a 
2000 Holden ECOmmodore (a prototype developed with 
CSIRO), and a 2015 Holden Volt (General Motors last 
general production electric vehicle).

Bush Mechanics: the exhibition was presented at 
WOMADelaide as part of the 30th anniversary in 2022. 
More than 3,000 people visited the exhibition over 
the weekend of the festival. After WOMADelaide, the 
exhibition was reinstalled at the Museum, prior to touring 
several Western Australian museums later in 2022.

The Bay to Birdwood was cancelled in 2021 owing to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, but several alternative events were 
developed to engage devotees. An online Behind the 
Bay to Birdwood event hosted forums, a commissioned 
documentary, vignettes, videos and interactive social 
media content. A documentary, Life in the Past Lane: 40 
years of the Bay to Birdwood, was commissioned and 
broadcast on Channel 44 Adelaide, Melbourne’s Channel 
31 and streamed on CTV Plus. Two ‘Behind the Wheel’ 
mini-documentaries by Channel 44 were broadcast, 
featuring the vehicles and stories of six entrants. Another 
series included 12 short user-generated documentaries.

Channel Nine’s The Morning Show was broadcast 
live from the Museum, highlighting the pavilions and 
featuring the unique collection to a national audience. 

The Museum partnered with the Department for 
Education and the neighbouring Birdwood Primary 
school to host ‘Farm Day’, a History Festival event 
attracting 5,000 people. School holiday programs, 
the Lego Trail competition, and the Gooroo animation 
workshops continue to be very popular with families and 
groups during school holidays.
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South Australian 
Maritime Museum 

The Maritime Museum attracts many visitors and 
school groups keen to learn about the significant role 
of seafaring in our history, from ships transporting new 
migrants to grain ketches plying our coast, this year 
the Museum featured water stories of the Ngarrindjeri 
First Nations people. A highlight was Pondi, 
celebrating the giant Murray Cod (see cover image), 
unveiled during Reconciliation Week 2022. History 
Trust curators documented the  tradition of cultural 
weaving and the story of weaver, Ngarrindjeri Elder 
Aunty Ellen Trevorrow, with the support of Arts South 
Australia. More collaboration regarding Ngarrindjeri 
traditional crafts is planned for 2023. 

Quarantine interest has been stimulated by the 
challenge of the COVID-19 pandemic. Tours to 
Torrens Island Quarantine Station were boosted by 
the Museum, in collaboration with the Department 
of Environment and Water and the Friends of Torrens 
Island volunteer group. Early evidence of isolation 
experience is contained in the cloth-bound diary 
of Eliza Firrell, who voyaged on the Dundee to Port 
Adelaide in 1883. This lively diary has been added to 
the State History Collection and outlines conditions 
on board, an outbreak of Scarlatina (Scarlet fever) and 
passenger quarantining on Torrens Island.

The addition of Port River history tours on board the 
Archie Badenoch was significant in attracting families 
and tourists to the Museum. 

The Archie Badenoch is a retired police vessel 
and is a draw-card in promoting other museums 
in Port Adelaide, including the Clipper Ship City of 
Adelaide, the National Railway Museum and the South 
Australian Aviation Museum, which together with the 
Maritime Museum forms the Museums in the Port 
group, each promoting the excellent experiences 
available in historic Port Adelaide.

There is always popular fascination for messages in 
bottles. The Museum drew substantial media attention 
through a captivating story of a rare beach discovery. 
Curators worked with Artlab Australia and Jam Factory 
glass specialists to remove the message from the 
bottle, to be displayed with the bottle next year.

The Museum acquired a significant and rare ship 
model c.1878 of the Belleisle and Orion type built by 
the Samuda Brothers of London. The model was one 
of several designs submitted to the South Australian 
Government for a colonial gunboat. The Samuda Bros 
were unsuccessful and the government purchased 
HMCS Protector. This model substantially enriches 
our understanding of South Australia’s colonial navy 
its procurement and defence strategy.

Right: Uncle Major (Moogy) Sumner, Ngarrindjeri and Kaurna Elder 
performing the Welcome to Country at the South Australian Maritime 
Museum during National Reconciliation Week 2022.
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The Centre of Democracy 
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Right: The Centre of Democracy’s ‘If I Were a Leader’ event helped 
students understand what it means to be a democratic leader today.  

The Centre of Democracy  tells South Australians 
and our visitors about the development of a stable 
parliamentary democracy which has endured since 
the 1850s.

Beyond showcasing a fascinating history, the Centre 
of Democracy works to ensure that we also learn 
from our past and that we use the knowledge and 
wisdom derived from the practice of parliamentary 
democracy in South Australia to help us face the 
challenges of today.

Emeritus Professor Alan Reid AM has been exploring 
the history of our many Premiers and South 
Australian democracy through a series of lectures 
auspiced by the History Trust through the Centre of 
Democracy. The latest attracted a full house during 
the History Festival in May. This individual lecture 
examined 1860s political life and the (re)imagining 
of democracy in the first decade of responsible 
government.  A full recording of this lecture is 
available through our Youtube Channel.

A 3D design education program ‘If I Were a Leader’ 
was developed in partnership with Makers Empire 
and released to South Australian schools through 
the Makers Empire 3D design app. Using curriculum-
aligned activities that draw on objects and stories 
from the State History Collection, a series of 
videos, quizzes and educational challenges build 
an accessible picture of leadership in the past and 
present day for participating students. Students are 
then asked to reflect on their personal leadership 
qualities, bringing this learning to their own time and 
circumstances.

The Centre of Democracy works with First Nations 
representatives to ensure Indigenous voices are 
heard and the complex and ongoing impacts of 
colonisation are understood. This year Senior Kaurna 
man Uncle Mickey Kumatpi Marrutya O’Brien and 
Kaurna artist and historian James Tylor identified 
indigenous objects and histories that explain First 
Nations governance and leadership. Two objects were 
commissioned for the Centre of Democracy’s onsite 
education programs: the Murlapaka bark shield, 
made by Mickey O’Brien, Isaac Hannam and James 
Tylor, and the Pirrku Mularta message stick, made  
by James.

Active citizenship is core to the continued evolution 
and success of South Australian democracy. 
As such, the Centre of Democracy remains an 
energetic participant in the community – through the 
gallery, public events, education offerings and also 
contemporary life collecting projects. Documentation 
of current issue protests and other expressions of 
citizen activism are among those projects.
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Volunteers

The History Trust acknowledges 
the generous support and 
contribution of our volunteers. 
All our volunteers have a strong 
interest, and enthusiasm for 
history, and assist across the 
organisation. Volunteers are 
invaluable to our mission, helping 
to preserve, document, and 
interpret the evidence of South 
Australia’s history.

Thank you. 

As a statutory authority, The History Trust of South Australia reports 
annually to Parliament and our Board of Trustees is accountable through the 
Minister for Education.
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